






 
 
 

NEBRASKA FOOD COOPERATIVE 
WEST POINT, NEBRASKA 

MEMBER INFORMATION STATEMENT 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
This Information Statement was prepared for the purpose of informing the members of 
Nebraska Food Cooperative (“NFC”) about their status, obligations and responsibilities 
associated with membership interests in the Cooperative.  
 
THE PROJECT 
 
The market for local sustainably produced foods is increasing nationwide and one of the 
most challenging aspects for marketing local foods can be distribution.  There are many 
venues for marketing local foods such as farmers markets, road side stands, on farm 
stores, direct marketing, and some retail grocery stores.  Although these markets provide 
consumers and producers the opportunity to interact, the challenge to create a one-stop-
shop for year round purchasing and selling of local foods is not met by these markets.  A 
new model for selling, purchasing and distributing local foods has shown great potential 
to meet the needs of both the consumer and producer.   
 
Market research indicates that Nebraska farmers/ranchers can sell their products online 
through a computer software program and distribution system developed by the 
Oklahoma Food Cooperative.  With increasing fuel prices adding to production and 
distribution costs, farmers/ranchers face a challenging environment for profitably 
marketing and distributing their locally-produced products to consumers.  NFC aims to 
aid farmers/ranchers through its cooperative marketing and distribution activities.  The 
convenience of placing an order online year round from a variety of local 
farmers/ranchers, pay only one bill and receive purchased items at one time makes 
buying locally easier for consumers.   
 
NFC is a farmer/rancher and consumer owned marketing and distribution cooperative 
with its primary focus on the sale of sustainably-produced Nebraska products to Nebraska 
consumers.   
 
At this time the cooperative will offer once a month purchasing and distribution in the 
eastern third of the state.  The long term vision is to replicate/expand the cooperative and 
offer more frequent ordering cycles. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
The concept is to have Members located in Nebraska that consume and/or grow produce, 
meats, dairy, and grains.  Non-members would also be capable of marketing and 
purchasing products through the Cooperative.  Non-members would be afforded the 
opportunity to sell/purchase their products through NFC at a higher annual user fee.  
Producers are responsible for listing their products (descriptions and prices), receiving 
and sorting orders, and maintaining a webpage within the Nebraska Food Cooperative 
website describing their business and products. The cooperative may complete some web 
pages for Members for an additional fee.  Consumer members are responsible to 
reviewing sellers’ descriptions, placing orders on time, and paying the cooperative for 
orders. 
 
The process for buying and selling locally produced foods through NFC is as follows:  
NFC will operate a website, which is currently hosted by Symonds.net (California) but 
may eventually be moved to a provider in Nebraska that will serve as the central point for 
buying and selling transactions.  Each selling member of NFC will have a page on the 
website where they provide information about their production practices, and farm.  
Products available for sale from each selling member will be listed on the site by product 
category and by individual farm.  A consumer can browse through products using either 
means.  NFC, at least initially, will operate using a once-a-month order and delivery 
cycle.  Each month selling members will enter into the website database inventory 
numbers for the products they have available for sale.  That will be followed by a one-
week order window when purchasing members browse through the products available for 
sale and place orders.  Once the ordering is completed and the one-week window closes, 
each selling member will log-in to the website, view their orders, print delivery day labels 
and invoices, compile each purchasing member’s product order, and store them until 
delivery day.   
 
Each selling member is responsible for getting their product orders to the delivery day 
sorting location in Lincoln on the designated delivery day.  Selling members will be 
categorized by the closest route hub (town/city).  At startup, Omaha, Lincoln, Norfolk, 
Kearney/Grand Island/Hastings, Southeast Nebraska/Beatrice, and Oakland/Fremont will 
serve as route hubs.  Each route hub will have a manager.  The route manager will assist 
selling members on that route to coordinate/cooperate with other cooperative members 
near their route hub in aggregating product orders and sharing transportation to the 
delivery day sorting location in Lincoln.  The location/facility for sorting is still being 
determined but will either be a church or farm store on the outskirts of Lincoln. 
 
Route drivers who transport product orders from multiple selling members will have the 
option of being paid mileage.  Once all product orders have arrived at the sorting location 
in Lincoln, they will be sorted according to the purchasing member.   For example, if 
Member A purchased products from at least one different selling member on each route, 
Member A’s final order bag would include approximately ten ‘packages’ at the end of 
sorting as they came from ten different locations.   
 



Each selling member is paid for his/her product orders on delivery day by NFC. At no 
time does NFC anticipate taking title to the products.  NFC instead acts as a 
clearinghouse and facilitator for the producing and purchasing members.  Sorting will be 
accomplished using the order labels that each selling member printed from the website.  
Each label will have selling member, product and delivery information on it so it can be 
traced to the selling member.  Refrigerated and frozen items will be transported and 
stored using a combination of on-site refrigerator/freezers, dry ice in portable coolers, 
freezers in trailers, and refrigerated trucks.  Sorting will be completed by delivery day 
volunteers who receive work credits that can be redeemed toward purchases from the 
cooperative. 
 
Once all sorting is complete at the Lincoln sorting location, cooperative members who 
transported selling members’ product orders into the sorting location will transport the 
compiled purchasing members’ orders located along their route back to various pick up 
sites and route hubs (towns/cities).  They will have the option of being paid mileage.   
Purchasing members will have a window of time in which to pick up their completed 
orders.  Each purchasing member will pay for their order when it is picked up, either by 
delivering or mailing a check to NFC, or by using a credit card.  Orders not picked up 
will be stored by the each route manager.  
 
 The on-going operations of the cooperative are funded by annual member fees and sales 
and delivery fees.  A 5% sales and delivery fee is deducted from each selling member’s 
invoice and added to each purchasing member’s invoice.  Invoices are generated by the 
website software.  Any necessary adjustments for order shortages will be made by a 
delivery day bookkeeper.  The cooperative will be managed by an elected Board.  It will 
be operated by the volunteer members of the cooperative. 
 
NFC will also provide education and reference material for members and non-members 
to increase awareness of local sustainable foods.   
 
NFC anticipates having at least 150 members to sell and buy products grossing 
$125,000.00 in sales during the first year with an estimated 14% annual growth rate.  The 
potential member base includes the entire eastern third of Nebraska. By cooperating 
together NFC will enable the farmer/rancher and consumer to buy and sell year round 
while offering a convenient ordering/delivery system, which will allow for more local 
food purchases and increase the income of small/midsize sustainable farms/ranches in 
Nebraska.  
 
NFC’s goal will be to improve small-farm profitability by creating a market and 
distribution system to support the purchasing of local, sustainable Nebraska products. 
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SUMMARY OF THE OFFERING 
 
Nebraska Food Cooperative (“NFC”) was formed for the purpose of creating 

alternative year round markets with a distribution system.  NFC was formed as a 
Nebraska Cooperative.  The Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws of NFC are attached 
hereto as Exhibits “A” and “B” respectively. 

This Offering is being made available to Nebraska agricultural farmers/ranchers 
and consumers who wish to become stockholders. One share of common stock per 
Member will require an investment of $100.00 in NFC.  An additional $20.00 annual fee 
will also be required from members.  This fee is waived the first year of membership.  
Membership will also require thestockholder to enter into an Agreement with NFC that 
commits the producer Member to agree to a set of standards, to be developed for each 
product, regarding the production of their product to be outlined in a Producer Handbook, 
and commits consumer Members to agree to a set consumer responsibilities, to be 
outlined in a Consumer Handbook. 

The Offering is for a maximum of 1000 Members for total Membership equity of 
$100,000.00.  It is anticipated that one hundred twenty (120) to one hundred fifty (150) 
Stockholders will be realized in the first year. 

 
HOW THE PROCEEDS OF THE OFFERING WILL BE USED 
 
The Nebraska Food Coop, in its first year of existence, anticipates raising $11,000 in 
membership equity, $3,120 in non-member patron annual fees, and $12,522 in sales and 
delivery fees from ongoing operations.  These figures are based on the assumptions that 
there will be 110 members joining in the first year, 78 non-member patrons, and 
$125,220 in annual sales. 
 
The capital and patron fees will be used to fund initial startup costs, as well as ongoing 
operations while sales build to a level that sustains ongoing activity.  Major areas of 
anticipated expense include mileage paid for delivery routes ($6,221) and work credits 
for volunteer hours spent in organizing and executing the functions of the coop, primarily 
related to the intake, sorting and organizing of orders on the monthly delivery day 
($5,400).  Delivery supplies and postage add another $1,436 in annual costs related 
directly to sales. 
 
For general and administrative expenses, supplies, insurance, website maintenance, and 
legal and professional fees combined are anticipated to cost $2700. 
 
Other anticipated capital expenditures include purchase of several dozens of ice chests to 
safely transport refrigerated and frozen goods, totaling $2500, marketing and advertising 
expenditures of $3000 for brochures, logo development, radio advertising and website 
promotion, and $2000 for computer hardware and software. 
 
 
 
 



 
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
 

Any further Members’ Equity Credits that may be issued by NFC would be issued 
in the form of patronage allocations to the patrons at the discretion of the Board of 
Directors of NFC.  The Stock and Member’s Equity Credits may only be redeemed, to 
the holder thereof pursuant to the terms, conditions and restrictions set forth in the 
Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws of NFC.  

 
 
 
THE OFFERING and MEMBERSHIP COMMITMENT 
 
 Requirements for membership include: 
 

A. Purchase of a share of common stock of $100.00. 
  
B. Agreement to abide by the Producer standards for production and 

consumer standards or use of the cooperative for purchasing purposes. 
 

C. Payment of annual membership fee. 
 
 The Board of Directors may establish an annual membership fee that would be 

used to defray the operating expenses of the Cooperative.  Any annual 
membership fee would not be considered an equity contribution to the 
Cooperative nor would it be added to a Member’s stock value or value of 
Members’ Equity Credits earned in the Cooperative by a Member through his or 
her patronage of the Cooperative. Payment of annual membership fees, if any,  
would simply qualify the Members to remain voting Members and to receive the 
benefits of Membership. Any annual membership fee would not be refundable to 
the Members. 

 
INVESTMENT RISK 

  
 A “Spring 2006” Pro-Forma financial statement for the first year of 

operations is attached hereto as Exhibit “C”.  A “Spring 2007” Pro-Forma financial 
statement is attached hereto as Exhibit “D”.  These are estimates only.   This is a start-up 
enterprise. The return or redemption of Stock and Member’s Equity Credits are 
subject to the discretion of the Board of Directors and restrictions set forth in the 
By-Laws and are not assured. 

 
 THE MEMBERSHIPS AND MEMBERS’ EQUITY CREDITS OF 
NEBRASKA FOOD COOPERATIVE HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED 
FOR SALE UNDER ANY FEDERAL OR STATE LAWS REGULATING 
THE ISSUANCE OF SECURITIES, BUT ARE BEING OFFERED AND 
SOLD IN RELIANCE UPON SECURITIES AND TRANSACTIONAL 
EXEMPTIONS FROM THE REGISTRATION PROVISIONS OF SUCH 



LAWS.  NO FEDERAL OR STATE AGENCY HAS APPROVED OR 
RECOMMENDED PURCHASE OF THE MEMBERSHIPS OR BASE 
CAPITAL CREDIT UNITS, PASSED UPON THE FAIRNESS OF THE 
TERMS OF THIS INFORMATION STATEMENT OR THE ACCURACY 
OR ADEQUACY OF THE MATTERS SET FORTH HEREIN.  ANY 
REPRESENTATION TO THE CONTRARY IS A CRIMINAL OFFENSE. 
 
 
 As stated in the Bylaws, there is no right to transfer Stock or Members’ 

Equity Credits of NFC.  Redemption of common stock and Members’ Equity Credits is 
solely at the discretion of the Board of Directors of the Cooperative and subject to the 
restrictions set forth in the Articles of Incorporation and By-Laws.   

 
 READ ALL OF THE DOCUMENTS CAREFULLY.   
 

Randall Wattermann 
2049 M Road 

West Point, NE  68788  
 

Liz Sarno 
2351 Road 43 

Linwood, NE  68035 
 

 
Libby Broekemeier 
6214 California St. 
Omaha, NE 68132 

 
Roy Alan Guisinger 

45150 State Highway 52 
Belgrade, NE 68623 

 
David L. Hansen 
H C 69 Box 112 

Anselmo, NE 68813 
 

Jim Knopik 
RR1 Box 47 

Belgrade, NE 68623 
 
 

Kevin Loth 
2201 West Denton Rd 

Lincoln NE 68523 
 

Shannon Moncure 
3740 Everett St. 

Lincoln, NE 68506 
 

Brian O’Malley 
710 South 153rd Circle 

Omaha, NE  68154 
 
 

Bruce Reynolds 
15429 Adams St.  #304 

Omaha, NE  68137 
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